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Communi ation e ien y at the transport layer is of spe i

Abstra .t

importan e for ad ho

networks. Espe ially in vehi ular ad ho

vehi les will have a temporary and rather short-lived

networks,

onne tivity to the

Internet, whi h has to be utilized e iently. In this paper, we propose a
TCP-based transport proto ol
ternet a

alled MCTP that is optimized for the In-

ess in vehi ular environments. Therefore, MCTP is

ombined

with split performan e enhan ing proxy ar hite tures, where a proxy
separates the end-to-end TCP

onne tion. This enables the deployment

of optimized transport proto ols while maintaining interoperability with
TCP used in the Internet. For the evaluation, we emulated the
muni ation

hara teristi s of a typi al vehi ular s enario. This

omlearly

shows the advantages of MCTP over traditional approa hes; the overall
data throughput is signi antly higher when MCTP is used for

ommu-

ni ation between vehi le and proxy. The evaluation also emphasizes the
usefulness of performan e enhan ing proxies in vehi ular environments.

1

Introdu tion

Communi ation in vehi ular environments will be ome very important and
ial for the future development in the automotive domain: it is
key te hnology to in rease tra

ru-

onsidered as a

safety sin e vehi les will be able to distribute lo-

al information to other vehi les on the road. For example, emergen y situations
like an a

ident or a

ongestion behind a bend

an be transmitted to su

eed-

ing vehi les. This way, the vehi les are able to slow down their speed in time.
A key te hnology for inter-vehi le

ommuni ation (IVC) is multi-hop ad ho

networking. Thereby, vehi les establish vehi ular ad ho

networks (VANETs),

whi h enable the lo al ex hange of information without the need for infrastru ture

omponents like base stations. Examples for IVC systems are the FleetNet

ommuni ation system [1℄ or CarNet [2℄.
With the introdu tion of VANETs, passengers also expe t infotainment servi es as well as the a

ess to Internet servi es using the IVC system. The transi-

tion between vehi les and the Internet is a hieved by gateways installed on the
road-side. The gateways thus provide a temporarily restri ted a

ess to the Inter-

net for the passing vehi les traveling in a (spe ied) area around the gateways.
Appli ation s enarios are manifold, as illustrated by the following examples:



businessmen likely want to send and download emails, and they may syn-



the navigation unit of a tru k may want to

hronize their personal information appli ations with their o e systems,
ommuni ate with the

ompany's

eet management system in order to ex hange time sensitive information.
In order to a

ess Internet servi es, VANETs must be integrated into the In-

ternet. This integration is typi ally a hieved by performan e enhan ing proxies.
For example, g. 1 depi ts the proxy ar hite ture used for the Internet integration of the FleetNet IVC system [3℄. Thereby, the VANET has
the Internet through gateways, whi h are itself

onne tivity to

onne ted to a gateway network.

A proxy lo ated at a xed position in the Internet hides the

hara teristi s of

the VANETs and, thus, brings together the VANET and the Internet. The proxy
also separates the end-to-end TCP

onne tion into two segments:

tion between proxy and Internet hosts using standard TCP, and

ommuni a-

ommuni ation

between vehi les and proxy. This way, highly optimized transport proto ols
be used for

ommuni ation between proxy and vehi les in order to improve

an
om-

muni ation e ien y.
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Gateway
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Internet

Gateway
Fig. 1. Vehi ular

CN

Proxy
ommuni ation s enario

In this paper, we propose a TCP-based transport proto ol

alled MCTP

(Mobile Control Transport Proto ol), whi h is optimized for proxy-based

om-

muni ation ar hite tures used in vehi ular environments. We des ribe the basi
proto ol me hanisms used in MCTP and

ompare its performan e with tradi-

tional approa hes in a test environment that emulates the
typi al

hara teristi s of a

ommuni ation s enario on a highway.

In the following, we rst des ribe related work on improving TCP performan e in se tion 2. Se tion 3 introdu es our transport proto ol MCTP, whi h is
evaluated in se tion 4. Finally, se tion 5

2

on ludes this paper.

Related Work

TCP was developed for networks with a xed topology. This way, it works well
in wired networks and provides an a
throughput. However, the

eptable performan e in terms of data

hara teristi s of mobile networks like VANETs dif-

fer fundamentally from wired networks: On the one hand, vehi les are highly
mobile and therefore the topology of the VANET is subje t of permanent reongurations and partitionings. On the other hand,

ommuni ation is based

on wireless radio te hnology, whi h shows high variations in the transmission
quality. Internet a

ess also will not be available

ontinuously resulting in po-

tentially long periods of dis onne tions. Several studies investigated the impa t
of these aspe ts on the performan e of TCP. The investigations showed that
TCP provides poor throughput in multi-hop ad ho

networks although a higher

throughput might be possible in theory [4℄. The performan e degradation mainly
results from the

onservative ow and

ongestion

ontrol me hanisms deployed

in TCP. For example, TCP interprets transmission errors as a

ongestion situ-

ation and thus redu es the throughput. The algorithms used are slow start and
ongestion avoidan e [5℄. Over the years, TCP was enhan ed by several new proto ol features. TCP Reno introdu ed fast retransmit/fast re overy, whi h was
further improved in TCP New Reno a

ording to RFC 2582. Furthermore, TCP

was enhan ed by sele tive a knowledgements (RFC 2018). These extensions are
already integrated in TCP implementations of

ommon operating systems like

Linux. However, su h extensions do not solve the basi

problems of TCP in

mobile environments. This way, TCP still provides a poor performan e in the
VANET s enario, i.e. for

ommuni ation between a vehi le and the proxy [3℄.

In order to improve end-to-end
related work
gestion

an be

ategories (RFC 2757): (i) pure

on-

ontrol modi ations, (ii) utilization of information from intermediate

systems, and (iii)
do not

ommuni ation e ien y at the transport layer,

lassied into three

ompletely new transport proto ols not based on TCP. We

onsider snoop-based approa hes sin e they are not expe ted to provide

signi ant improvements in networks with a high frequen y of handos.
An obvious way to in rease performan e is to modify the

ongestion

ontrol

in TCP. A noti eable amount of work tries to predi t dierent situations based
on lo al information. With the help of this information, the
algorithms of TCP are modied to rea t a

ongestion

ontrol

ordingly depending on the predi ted

situation. Several approa hes like TCP Westwood [6℄ try to estimate the available
bandwidth in an intelligent way, whi h is used to optimize the TCP ow
Other approa hes like TCP DOOR [7℄ modify the

ontrol.

ongestion ontrol based on the

arrival of out-of-order pa kets, or they even examine inter-pa ket arrival times
for using a rate-based

ongestion

ontrol me hanism (e.g., Wireless TCP [8℄).

Approa hes like ADTCP [9℄ additionally measure short term throughput, pa ket
loss ratio, and pa ket out-of-order delivery ratio, and they use a modied TCP
state ma hine to rea t e iently in these situations. Another
is to

ompletely modify the algorithms used for slow start,

and various timeout
[11℄

ommon solution

ongestion avoidan e,

al ulations like, e.g., TCP Vegas [10℄. Approa hes like ATP

ompletely repla e the

ongestion

ontrol of TCP by dierent algorithms.

In Freeze-TCP [12℄, the re eiver noties the sender in

ase of an impending

ongestion. The sender then freezes TCP to prevent further transmissions.
A general drawba k of this

ategory is that predi tions about potential

on-

gestion situations are based on lo al information, whi h may not ree t the
urrent state of the VANET. This mispredi tion potentially redu es TCP performan e. Moreover, the

ongestion

ontrol algorithms do not provide me hanisms

to handle both short-term and longer-term periods of dis onne tions.

The se ond possibility is to utilize information from intermediate systems,
if the network is able to dete t dierent situations. A

ommon me hanism is

Expli it Congestion Noti ation (ECN, RFC 3168), where intermediate nodes
are able to dete t pending

ongestions and signals them to the

ommuni ating

end systems. This way, an ECN-enabled TCP may use this information to optimize

ommuni ation e ien y. The utilization of information from intermediate

systems is a promising approa h to improve TCP in VANETs. The network information provides a better a
tions of pure
the

ongestion

ura y of the estimations

ontrol modi ations. This

ompared to the predi -

on ept impli itly in ludes

onsideration of noti ations, whi h enables TCP to rea t qui kly to various

situations in the network. However, TCP extensions like ECN basi ally do not
solve the general problems of TCP in VANETs sin e these approa hes are still
based on exponential ba ko timers to

al ulate the retransmission timeouts.

This me hanism is not suitable to handle long-term dis onne tions from the Internet appropriately sin e they may

ause either a reset of the TCP

onne tion

or a long re overy phase after a re onne tion to the Internet.
The third

ategory

omprises transport proto ols not based on TCP. A typi-

al example is the Stream Control Transmission Proto ol (SCTP, RFC 2960). In
ontrast to TCP, the
multi-homing

onne tion-oriented SCTP supports multi-streaming and

apabilities. This

ategory is not dis ussed further on sin e su h

proto ols do not provide a so ket-like API, whi h requires new network programming paradigms that aggravate the deployment of existing appli ations in
vehi ular environments.

3

MCTP

An optimized transport proto ol for vehi ular environments must be able to distinguish between error-prone links and network

ongestions in order to handle

pa ket losses appropriately. Moreover, it must be able to utilize information from
both intermediate systems and from underlying proto ols. This is ne essary for
an e ient treatment of both short-term network partitions and longer-term periods of dis onne tions from the Internet. However, none of the existing related
work fulls these requirements su iently. This way, we developed the transport proto ol MCTP (Mobile Control Transport Proto ol) for
between vehi les and a xed proxy in the Internet. MCTP
enhan ements proposed in se tion 2. Its

ommuni ation

ombines several TCP

ore fun tionality belongs to the

at-

egory of utilizing information from intermediate systems, whi h is extended by
modi ations of the TCP

ongestion

based on the prin iples of Ad Ho
on pending

ontrol me hanisms. In general, MCTP is

TCP (ATCP [13℄), whi h relies on information

ongestions in the network. This idea is

ombined with an approa h

similar to TCP Feedba k [14℄ and TCP Stop-and-Go proposed by Ritter [15℄.
Like ATCP, MCTP implements a sublayer between TCP and IP as depi ted in
g. 2. The basi

prin iple of MCTP is that it observes the IP pa ket ow between

sender and re eiver in order to rea t appropriately. Therefore, MCTP

onsiders

noti ations from underlying proto ols as well as from intermediate systems:




ECN indi ates pending

ongestions dete ted by intermediate systems.

Intermediate systems indi ate a partitioned network using ICMP destination
unrea hable messages. This information is relevant for lo al



between vehi les only, i.e. for

ommuni ation

ommuni ation without Internet a

ess.

The mobility management proto ol [16℄ we used is able to notify MCTP in
ase of dis onne tions very e iently.

TCP

Transport Layer

MCTP
IP

Network Layer

Fig. 2. MCTP in the TCP/IP model

The available information enables MCTP to distinguish between link errors,
ongestions, network partitions, and dis onne tions from the Internet. Besides
the available information, MCTP also takes into a

ount events

aused by TCP

itself. Su h events are the retransmission timeouts for segments and the arrival
of (dupli ate) a knowledgements for su
on this knowledge, MCTP
ferent situations by
for the network

essfully transmitted segments. Based

ontrols the transmission pro edure of TCP in dif-

ontrolling retransmissions and timeouts, and by probing

hara teristi s. MCTP therefore implements its own proto ol

state ma hine, whi h

omes into operation after TCP su

essfully established a

onne tion between the end systems.

PARTITIONED
ICMP

ICMP

ECN
CONGESTED

Transmission

Notification

DupAck

NORMAL
Notification

Notification

DISCONNECTED

ICMP
2 DupAcks,
RTO
ACK
LOSS

Notification

ECN
Fig. 3. MCTP proto ol state ma hine

3.1 MCTP Proto ol State Ma hine
A basi
losses

feature of MCTP is that it expli itly dierentiates between segment
aused by

ongestion and segment losses

errors for ongoing

aused by single transmission

onne tions. MCTP also distinguishes between a partitioned

network and a dis onne tion from the Internet in

ase of temporary

tion breakdowns. A partitioning appears only if a vehi le
other vehi le via multi-hop
vehi le

ommuni a-

ommuni ates with an-

ommuni ation, whereas dis onne tions o

ur when a

ommuni ates with a proxy in the Internet. This way, both states

an be

seen as orthogonal from ea h other. Fig. 3 shows the proto ol state ma hine. The
states NORMAL, LOSS, and CONGESTED are the
of MCTP in

ommon operation modes

ase a data ow is possible. PARTITIONED and DISCONNECTED

are only entered when

ommuni ation is broken.

An important goal of MCTP is to minimize the number of TCP slow starts
aused by segment losses. A TCP sender
the following




onsiders a segment as being lost in

ases:

re eipt of three dupli ate a knowledgements (DupA k) for a segment,
a retransmission timeout (RTO) o
In the NORMAL state, MCTP

urs for a segment.

ounts the number of DupA ks re eived for

a segment. If ECN does not indi ate a pending
likely

ongestion, a segment loss was

aused by a transmission error. If MCTP re eives two DupA ks for a

segment in this situation, it enters the LOSS state. Sin e the TCP

ongestion

ontrol rea ts only after the third DupA k, it does not interfere with MCTP in
this situation. Similarly, MCTP enters the LOSS state if an RTO expires. In the
LOSS state, MCTP for es TCP to freeze its state temporarily. This way, TCP
does not invoke

ongestion

ontrol, whi h would be the wrong thing to do in

this situation. Instead, MCTP retransmits the una knowledged TCP segment.
It therefore

ontrols the retransmission timers for the segment a

a knowledgement for the segment arrives from the

ordingly. If an

ommuni ation peer, MCTP

forwards the a knowledgement to TCP, whi h also re overs TCP, and returns
to NORMAL. A dierent situation o

urs when ECN indi ates a pending

on-

gestion in an intermediate system. Then, MCTP swit hes to CONGESTED and
does nothing: hen e, MCTP leaves the

ongestion

ontrol

ompletely to TCP,

whi h handles this situation very e iently. After the TCP sender transmits a
new segment, MCTP returns to NORMAL. This operation mode is similar to
ATCP. Dieren es o
three

ur in the handling of DupA ks; whereas ATCP waits for

onse utive DupA ks, MCTP only waits for two DupA ks. Furthermore,

MCTP is not based on TCP Reno but uses TCP New Reno with an improved
fast retransmit/fast re overy me hanism and sele tive a knowledgements.
Vehi ular mobility may stall ongoing
porary period of time. These

onne tions in the VANET for a tem-

ommuni ation disruptions are typi ally

aused

by a network partitioning or if a gateway be omes unavailable and an alternative gateway

annot be dis overed. MCTP

onsiders these two situations and

ontrols TCP appropriately in order to improve the re overy after a

onne -

tion breakdown. The PARTITIONED state represents a network partitioning

that is relevant for inter-vehi le

ommuni ation only. In

ontrast, the DISCON-

NECTED state is entered when the vehi le gets dis onne ted from the Internet
(i.e. the proxy). In

ase of a network partitioning, an intermediate vehi le will

throw an ICMP destination unrea hable message if it dete ts a broken link.
If MCTP re eives this ICMP message, it moves into the PARTITIONED mode
and freezes the

urrent state of TCP. Additionally, it performs a window probing

me hanism similar to the zero window probing used in TCP. Thereby, MCTP
probes the

onne tion with

onstant period (the last RTO value). This is in

on-

trast to TCP, whi h would exponentially ba kos the probing period. If MCTP
re eives a DupA k from the re eiver, the
and

ommuni ation

an be

onne tion is apparently reestablished

ontinued. In this

ase, MCTP re overs TCP, a ti-

vates the slow start phase of TCP without redu ing the slow start threshold,
and moves itself ba k to NORMAL. The PARTITIONED state is also entered
from the LOSS state and the CONGESTED state upon re eiving an ICMP destination unrea hable message. The expli it probing of the
network partitioning is optional sin e it
ad ho

routing proto ol

onne tion in

ase of a

annot be assumed that a lo ation-based

an dete t the reestablishment of the end-to-end routes.

The PARTITIONED mode is of relevan e for inter-vehi le

ommuni ation

only. This mode is similar to ATCP; dieren es between MCTP and ATCP o ur in the probing and freezing me hanisms. The PARTITIONED mode is not
used when a vehi le

ommuni ates with a host in the Internet. In this

ase, the

mobility management proto ol is able to dete t dis onne tions very e iently
[17℄. If a vehi le looses

onta t to a gateway, MCTP is notied about the dis on-

ne tion and swit hes into the DISCONNECTED mode. In this mode, MCTP
ompletely stops the TCP transmissions and freezes RTO timers. Both TCP
and MCTP remain in this state until MCTP is notied about the availability
of a new gateway. It then restores TCP and moves itself ba k to NORMAL. In
addition, MCTP a tivates the slow start phase of TCP without modifying the
threshold for the slow start. This allows TCP to

onverge its data rate to the new

situation. Finally, MCTP triggers TCP to retransmit queued segments immediately. If su h segments are not available, MCTP sends two a knowledgements in
order to generate a DupA k.

4

Evaluation

The goal of the evaluation is to determine the performan e of our MCTP Linux
implementation together with the
VANET s enario. The VANET

ommuni ation

ommuni ation

hara teristi s of a typi al

hara teristi s were modeled by

the NISTNet emulator, whi h shapes network tra

ows a

ording to

ong-

urable parameters like bandwidth, delay, jitter, pa ket drop rate, and pa ket
dupli ation rate. Fig. 4 shows our test environment

onsisting of ve

onne ted

Linux hosts: on the left-hand side, the mobile node (MN) represents the vehi le
that

ommuni ates via the proxy (middle) with a

orrespondent node (CN) in

the Internet on the right-hand side. The VANET emulator between MN and

proxy emulated the

ommuni ation

hara teristi s a vehi le experien ed, and a

se ond emulator between proxy and CN emulated the Internet

NISTNet
VANET Emulator

MN

hara teristi s.

NISTNet
Internet Emulator

Proxy

CN

Fig. 4. Test environment used for the evaluation

The

ommuni ation

make the realisti

hara teristi s in the Internet are highly

omplex, whi h

model almost impossible for the Internet emulator. Instead,

we used the following parameters derived from investigations in [18℄:





The bandwidth between proxy and CN is assumed to be higher

ompared

to the bandwidth in the VANET.
The delay is assumed to be 200 ms with a jitter of

±10 ms.

The IP pa ket error rate is 0.2 %. Dupli ates are not assumed.

Service Area (Gateway 1)

Service Area (Gateway 2)

Gateway 1

Gateway 2

Fig. 5. Highway segment assumed for evaluation

The VANET emulator models a highway segment with a high tra
depi ted in g. 5. Thereby, Internet a
VANET emulator models the

ommuni ation

hara teristi s a vehi le

rien es while passing this segment. Due to multi-hop
assumed transmission range of 100 m,

v

ow as

ess is provided by two gateways. The

is able to

v

expe-

ommuni ation with an

ommuni ate with the Inter-

net in the servi e area (2 km diameter) around ea h gateway. Fig. 6 shows the
distan e in hops between gateways and

v

traveling at the right lane. The

ta t to the rst gateway is assumed at 14 hops.

v

resulting in a de rease of the distan e every 3 s on average. After 40 s,
the dire t transmission range of the gateway and

on-

rst approa hes the gateway

v

enters

onta t is lost for a short time

after it leaves this range. After 80 s, the rst gateway gets unavailable for

v

and

ommuni ation is no longer possible for the next 50 s, until
area of the se ond gateway. After 215 s,

v

enters the servi e

v

leaves this servi e area and

ommu-

ni ation breaks again. The se ond s enario assumes a vehi le driving on the
left lane at a higher speed resulting in overtaking maneuvers and, thus, a more
unsteady distan e graph ( f. g. 7 (b)). For inter-vehi le
sumed the FleetNet system [1℄ that has the following

ommuni ation, we as-

hara teristi s: 588 kbit/s

(shared) link layer bandwidth, 40 ms delay, 1 % IP pa ket error rate per link, and
1 % dupli ates, symmetri al
the overhead

ommuni ation. On the network layer, we assumed

aused by an optimized gateway dis overy proto ol for VANETs

[16℄ and a respe tive mobility proto ol for VANETs des ribed in [19℄. Thereby,
the available bandwidth is shared equally among 27

ommuni ating vehi les,

resulting in 21.57 kbit/s on average per vehi le. The path between gateway and
proxy was not

onsidered sin e we assumed an ATM network that

onne ts the

gateways to the proxy.

Hops
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
t0

t0+40s

t0+80s t0+130s

t0+215s

t0+3s

Time

Fig. 6. Distan e between vehi le and gateways

In our test environment, we evaluated three

ongurations: end-to-end TCP

between MN and CN, a proxy that segments the

onne tion into two TCP

onne tions (TCP split), and a split proxy using MCTP for
between MN and proxy. For ea h

ommuni ation

onguration, we transferred data from the

MN (vehi le) to the CN through both emulators, whi h ree t the
ation

ommuni-

hara teristi s a vehi le experien es in the above s enario. We repeated

ea h measurement three times and took their mean value in order to minimize
statisti al variations of the NISTNet emulator. Fig. 7 shows the results of the
three

ongurations for the right (a) and left (b) lane. The

the distan e between the vehi le and the gateways to show the
three graphs in g. 7 (a) showed similar
behavior
do not

harts also depi t
orrelations. The

hara teristi s in the beginning. This

an be expe ted sin e de reasing error rates and pa ket delays typi ally

ause slow starts in TCP. The throughput of the three tests de reases

slightly when the number of hops in reases in the time interval between 50 s
and 80 s. This

hart also depi ts the ee ts of a longer period of dis onne tion

between 90 s and 130 s: After the re onne tion through the se ond gateway at
130 s, it takes a long time until TCP dete ts the re onne tion and

ontinues with

its transmission. Interestingly, end-to-end TCP had a slightly qui ker response
time, whi h is explained by statisti al deviations of the NISTNet emulator; it
took about 35 s until end-to-end TCP and TCP split re overed after the reonne tion. The MCTP measurements show a smooth and

ontinuous behavior

over the total simulation run. An interesting observation is that MCTP is able
to transmit data until the dis onne tion from the rst gateway o
90 s) whereas

ommuni ation in

urs (at about

ase of end-to-end TCP and TCP split stalled

about 10 s before the dis onne tion from the rst gateway o

urred. This ee t

an be explained with the high pa ket error rates at this distan e, whi h redu es
the TCP throughput signi antly. After the re onne tion to the se ond gateway
at 130 s, MCTP rea ts qui kly and

ontinues its transmission in the same way

than in the beginning of the simulation run. In this phase, the data throughput
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Fig. 7. Evaluation results

The measurements for the left lane in g. 7 (b) show that the throughput
is lower than on the right lane. This is

aused by the shorter

to the Internet and the higher variations in the

onne tion times

ommuni ation

hara teristi s.

End-to-end TCP seems to have problems espe ially in the beginning of the simulation run. It takes about 20 s until end-to-end TCP is able to transmit a
noti eable amount of data. This

hart also illustrates the problem of TCP with

longer periods of dis onne tions. It takes about 35 s until TCP re overs after the
re onne tion to the se ond IGW at about 95 s. In

ontrast, TCP split has a sig-

ni antly better performan e sin e the data throughput in reases more steadily
in the beginning. The TCP split measurement also

onverge more qui kly after

the re onne tion to the Internet through the se ond gateway, whi h takes on
average 25 s. The MCTP measurements showed a

hara teristi

similar to the

measurements for the right lane. Thereby, the transmission of data segments
ontinues steadily while the vehi le is

onne ted to the Internet. After the re-

onne tion to the se ond gateway, MCTP rea ts qui kly and the transmission is

ontinued with a very short delay but suers from the high pa ket losses in the
beginning.
The measurements showed that MCTP improves

ommuni ation e ien y

at the transport layer in this s enario. MCTP is able to retransmit lost segments
very e iently and, in

ontrast to TCP, it rea ts qui kly to dis onne tions from

and re onne tions to the Internet and, thus, does not pass up the available
bandwidth. In both s enarios, the performan e of MCTP is signi antly higher
ompared to the other tests: Over the simulation time, end-to-end TCP transmitted 274.155 Kbyte (left lane: 150.592 Kbyte), TCP split transmitted 291.531
(left lane: 237.955 Kbyte), and MCTP was able to transfer 420.885 Kbyte (left
lane: 346.072 Kbyte) of data. Sin e segment losses and temporary dis onne tions
from the Internet are quite
an

arefully

ommon in vehi ular

ommuni ation s enarios, we

on lude that MCTP is able to improve

ommuni ation between

vehi les and Internet hosts.

5

Con lusion

Communi ation e ien y is an important issue in vehi ular ad ho
In this paper, we propose an optimized transport proto ol
Internet a
based

networks.

alled MCTP for the

ess of vehi les through VANETs. MCTP was developed for proxy-

ommuni ation ar hite tures where vehi les

using MCTP, whereas

ommuni ate with a proxy

ommuni ation between proxy and Internet host is based

on standard TCP. MCTP distinguishes dierent network situations and is, thus,
able to

ontrol TCP appropriately: MCTP handles segment losses e iently and

rea ts to dis onne tions very qui kly. Our evaluation based on an emulated highway segment with a high tra
throughput by a fa tor of 2.3
a fa tor of 1.5

ow shows that MCTP is able to in rease data
ompared to traditional end-to-end TCP, and by

ompared to a split TCP approa h. Our evaluation also showed

that performan e enhan ing proxies improve

ommuni ation performan e in ve-

hi ular environments.
In our future work, we will examine additional typi al vehi ular
ation s enarios. The

ommuni-

urrent status of the MCTP prototype in ludes the basi

proto ol me hanisms. We are planning to improve this prototype further on by
onsidering additional available information, e.g. from the routing proto ol. This
allows us to optimize the slow start phases after dis onne tions or after a network
partitioning. We are also planning additional

omparisons with dierent TCP

variants and TCP optimizations. However, most of them are not

ompatible with

our test environment.
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